
In an open letter today, December 14, hundreds of artists, academics, writers, and cultural workers who live in Germany or work with German cultural institutions called on the country&#8217;s parliament (Bundestag) to
reverse a resolution from last year which labeled the Palestinian Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement (BDS) as anti-Semitic. That open letter follows a statement by 32 directors of leading German cultural
institutions on Thursday&nbsp;calling the resolution dangerous and detrimental to the democratic public sphere.The advisory resolution, which passed in the Bundestag in May of 2019, calls on Germanyâ€™s states and
municipalities to deny public funding to any institution that supports or identifies with the BDS movement, or questions the right of the state of Israel to exist. Critics say that while Germany should continue to fight
anti-Semitism and atone for the Holocaust, the resolution stifles free speech and marginalizes other oppressed groups.   A cascade of events last year showed the far-reaching implications of the resolution on German
cultural institutions. In October of 2019, Lebanese-American artist Walid Raad was denied a cash prize from the German city of Aachen&nbsp;after refusing to condemn the BDS (Raad was eventually awarded the prize).
A month before that, the German city of Dortmund&nbsp;withdrew its decision&nbsp;to award the British-Pakistani novelist Kamila Shamsie a literature prize, citing her support for BDS. And last June, the director of
Berlinâ€™s Jewish Museum, Peter SchÃ¤fer,&nbsp;resigned from his post&nbsp;after some members of Germany&#8217;s Jewish community and Israeli officials attacked him for tweeting out an open letter opposing
the labeling of BDS as anti-Semitism. More recently, German lawmakers and press outlets accused the Cameroonian philosopher and political theorist Achille Mbembe of anti-Semitism after he compared Israel&#8217;s
settlement expansion in the occupied Palestinian territories with apartheid in South Africa. Members of the German Liberal Democratic Party (FDP) in North Rhine-Westphalia signed a letter calling to ban Mbembe from
speaking at the Ruhrtriennale, a leading cultural forum that was eventually canceled due to the coronavirus pandemic. In response, Mbembe said, â€œThere is a dangerous instrumentalization of anti-Semitism&nbsp;in
order to silence any criticism of Israeli policy in the Occupied Territories.â€•Philosopher and political theorist Achille Mbembe (via Wikimedia Commons)These acts of censorship have led 32 directors of major German
institutions â€” including the Goethe-Institut, Haus der Kulturen der Welt (House of the World&#8217;s Cultures), and Humboldt Forum â€” to form the â€œInitiative GG 5.3 Weltoffenheitâ€• (the name is a reference to
Article 5, Paragraph 3 of Germanyâ€™s Basic Law, which guarantees freedom of the arts and sciences, while the word Weltoffenheit stands for world-openness in German).We consider the logic of counter-boycott,
triggered by the parliamentary anti-BDS resolution, to be dangerous, their statement reads. By invoking this resolution, accusations of antisemitism are being misused to push aside important voices and to distort critical
positions.It is unproductive, even detrimental to the democratic public sphere to exclude vital voices from critical dialogue, as occurred in the debate surrounding Achille Mbembe earlier this year, the group added.
Germanyâ€™s historical responsibility should not lead to a general delegitimization of other historical experiences of violence and oppression, neither morally nor politically. However, the directors noted that they oppose
a boycott on Israel as they consider cultural and scientificexchange to be essential.In a statement to the New York Times, Germanyâ€™s minister for culture, Monika GrÃ¼tters, responded to the letter saying that
â€œrules applying to contentious and controversial debates in Germany include unequivocal recognition of Israelâ€™s right to exist.â€•The minister added that Germany â€œrejects anti-Semitism and the denial or
trivialization of the Holocaust in the strongest possible terms.â€• Today, Initiative GG 5.3 Weltoffenheit received support from more than 900 artists, writers, and cultural workers who signed a separate open letter
condemning the anti-BDS resolutionâ€™s curtailment of the right to boycott as a violation of democratic principles.Since being passed, the resolution has been instrumentalized to distort, malign and silence marginalized
positions, in particular those which defend Palestinian rights or are critical of the Israeli occupation, the letter reads. No state should be exempt from criticism, the statement continues. Regardless of whether we support
BDS or not, as signatories of this letter we share an insistent belief in the right to exercise non-violent pressure on governments that violate human rights.Hans Haacke,&nbsp;Michael Rakowitz,&nbsp;Lawrence Abu
Hamdan, Sam Durant,&nbsp;Jumana Manna,&nbsp;Candice Breitz, and the group Forensic Architecture are among the artists who signed the letter. The list of signatories also includes Israeli artists, scholars, and
curators including Ariella AÃ¯sha Azoulay, Yael Bartana, Hila Peleg, and the historian Ilan PappÃ©, among others. The group argues that the resolution has created a repressive climate in which cultural workers are
routinely asked to formally renounce BDS, as a prerequisite for working in Germany.The letter continues to say that cultural institutions in Germany are increasingly driven by fear and paranoia, prone to acts of
self-censorship and to pre-emptively de-platforming and excluding critical positions. Therefore, an open debate around Germanyâ€™s past and Israeli-Palestinian conflict has been all but suffocated.While acknowledging
and deeply valu[ing] Germanyâ€™s ongoing commitment to atoning for the Holocaust, the group condemns the negligence of the German state when it comes to recognizing and atoning for Germanyâ€™s past as a
perpetrator of colonial violence.&nbsp;The fight against antisemitism cannot be conveniently decoupled from parallel struggles against Islamophobia, racism and fascism, the open letter says. We emphatically reject the
monopolization of narratives of oppression by states such as Germany, which have historically been perpetrators of oppression. We reject the notion that the suffering and trauma of victims of political and historical
violence can be measured and ranked.  Happy fifth night of Hanukkah, everyone! To celebrate, here are some off-the-beaten-path films you can stream about Jewish characters and Judaism, in a variety of contexts and
with a range of sensibilities. A Serious Man (2009)The Coen Brothers are among the most prominent Jewish filmmakers working today, but seldom do they so directly address the Jewish-American experience as in this
semi-autobiographical movie about a &#8217;60s college professor who finds his life slowly, absurdly falling apart. His search for philosophical answers to his problems condenses millennia of Jewish intellectual inquiry
into a dark but very funny story.On Netflix and other platforms.The Rabbi&#8217;s Cat (2011)We see the stories of Sephardic Jews far less frequently than those of Ashkenazi Jews in media, so it&#8217;s nice to see the
change of pace in this French animated film, directed by Joann Sfar and based on his comic book series of the same name. After a cat gains the ability to speak, rather than become a wacky cartoon sidekick animal, he
prompts deep introversion in his master, a rabbi who tries to set him on the straight and narrow (with lessons from the Torah).On Hoopla, Kanopy, and other platforms.Gett: The Trial of Viviane Amsalem (2014)This closes
out Ronit and Shlomi Elkabetz&#8217;s trilogy on the unhappy marriage of Viviane Amsalem (played by Ronit Elkabetz), following from 2004&#8217;s To Take a Wife and 2008&#8217;s Shiva. You don&#8217;t need to
have seen those films to understand this one, though. Set almost entirely in court, it explores in agonizing detail the unfair, often sexist confinements of religious law through the title character&#8217;s dogged pursuit of a
divorce. It&#8217;s a finely tuned, precisely written and acted drama.On OVID, Kanopy, and other platforms.  Jesse Krimes, Red Eagle (2020), antique quilt, used clothing collected from incarcerated people, assorted
textiles. 95 x 72 inches (all images courtesy Malin Gallery)Jesse Krimes is quilting a history of disappearance. Originally a sculptor, he developed an interest in patchwork while incarcerated. With no art supplies, he made
do with old newspapers, bed sheets, pencils, and hair gel. His large-scale quilts now reach over eight feet, draped across the walls of Malin Gallery like grand tapestries. For his latest exhibition, he brings together works
focused on the loss of individual identity within the prison industrial complex, interweaving victimsâ€™ cherished materials into solemn, contemplative scenes.Multiple quilts in American Rendition portray a solitary bird
perched beside a chair. These two symbols are particularly thought-provoking in the context of imprisonment â€” the caged bird longing to fly, an empty chair at the dinner table. Krimes sews pieces of denim, US flags,
and textiles collected from current and formerly incarcerated people. Decorative flourishes bring the scenes to life, with patterned borders and backdrops drawing the eye to each colorful motif and panel.Â Jesse Krimes,
North Star (2019), hand-sewn fabric, image transfer, fabric paint. 102 x 80 inchesJesse Krimes, Crow Hill (2020), antique quilt, used clothing collected from incarcerated people, assorted textiles. 86 x 64 inchesJesse
Krimes,  Raybrook (2020), antique quilt, used clothing collected from incarcerated people, assorted textiles. 75 x 59 inchesJesse Krimes, Drunkard&#8217;s Path (2019), hand-sewn fabric, image transfer, fabric paint, 102
x 80 inchesCOVID-19 has exacerbated poor conditions in American prisons, adding another layer of erasure. Thus, these quilts feel like somber memorials. While we collectively fathom an immense loss of life, Krimes
mourns those who continue to perish out of sight.Jesse Krimes: American Rendition continues through December 19 at Malin Gallery (515 West 29th Street, Chelsea, Manhattan).  The Germans are not much for
Surrealism, apparently. A painting by the French surrealist artist Yves Tanguy, reportedly worth over â‚¬250,000 (~$340,000) was trashed by a cleaning crew at DÃ¼sseldorf Airport after being left behind by a traveler. It
was recovered by German police last week, found at the bottom of a recycling bin.The owner, a businessman in transit to Tel Aviv, forgot the painting at a check-in counter atÂ the airport in November. Upon landing in
Israel, he contacted German authorities, who were unable to locate the 16-by-24 inch, cardboard-wrapped work. Its whereabouts remained unknown until the man&#8217;s nephew traveled to DÃ¼sseldorf and reported
the work missing at a local police precinct, where it was investigated and eventually recovered by inspector Michael Dietz.Dietz contacted the airport&#8217;s cleaning company and, along with the airport&#8217;s
property manager, led a thorough search of recycling containers. Sure enough, the valuable painting was right at the bottom, said DÃ¼sseldorf Police in a statement reported by AP.  Experiencing a cabaret night at home,
like Cairo KitKat Club, leaves a lot to be desired: never have I missed so greatly nightlifeâ€™s convivial atmospherics â€” clinking cocktail glassware and conversational snippets overheard from a nearby table or
banquette. Yes, the conditions of the pandemic are such that theaters, cabarets, and nightclubs remain shuttered to the public. So it would be cruelly unfair to fully blame HaRaKa Platform, a Cairo-based international
platform for performance and movement-based research in Egypt and the Arab region, for this absence. Still, I&#8217;ve seen better drag shows via Instagram Live and Twitch, which have navigated these cross-platform
technicalities with a fraction of the institutional support this Zoom cabaret got from co-presenter Goethe-Institut New York. Cairo KitKat Club aims to retell the history of cabaret through the story of Egyptâ€™s KitKat Club,
a now-demolished 18th-century Cairo nightclub. Through a series of recorded video performances, viewers are transported between the present and the past, with performers, academics, and yes, even a handmade belly
dancer doll reflecting on how nightlife performance has been shaped by borders and pandemics; Berlinâ€™s debaucherous KitKatClub, where one of the performances was staged, is now a rapid COVID-19 testing site.
Screenshot documentation of Cairo KitKat Club&#8216;s technical difficulties. This VLC media player did not disappear until the very end of the Dec 11 premiere screening (courtesy author)While I quite liked the
tongue-in-cheek PPE stripteases and desktop screen scrolling of de
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